
¢ business alignment
¢ brand integration
¢ sales reasoning
¢ creative implementation
¢ user consideration

¢ logo designer expert (over 
300 projects)

¢ packaging passionate
¢ print layouts lover

Bring peace where 
brainstorming generates 
anything other then good 

I believe that digital is the 
future, but together with an 
increased offline 

Everything matters, 
everything can help a 
brand grow, if there is an 
intention.

¢ identity integration
¢ tech specs considering
¢ user empathiser

WORK HISTORY

chief brand strategist

brand strategist

brand strategist

2016 - present

2016 

2007 - 

at 

at 

at 

BRANDACADABRA

COMRADE WEB

MINDRAINBOW

ADVERT I S I NG

ADVERT I S I NG

10 months 

8 years, 

6 months 

3 months 

2016

T ECH

PROFICIENCIES

APPS
BRANDING

APPS DESIGN 
UX & UI

DIGITAL 
MARKETING 

MANAGING CREATIVE
ECOSYSTEMS

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

BRAND BUILDER AND
TECH EVOLUTIONIST

INTEGRATIVE AND
HOLISTIC THINKER

portfolio available

¢ SEM + PPC - Facebook 
Ads, Google AdWords, 
Twitter Ads, LinekedIn Ads

¢ Inbound content strategist
¢ Social Media Management
¢ Wordpress implementation 

- basic HTML and CSS
¢ Conversion Rate 

Optimization
¢ Social Media Management

I am a Sales and Marketing 
automatization enthuziast 
not for the sake of less work, 
but for the sake of being 
able to allow more human 
brand interaction when 
needed.

portfolio available

A strategist that is able to develop 
and grow unique brand insights 
that are materialized in pragmatic 
and effective branding programs. 
A senior member of the team that 
is well informed, instinctive and 
never waiver. Eats, sleeps and 
drinks brand, brand 
communications, as well as 
creative, social and digital spaces. 
An enthusiastic participant and a 
thoughtful observer when the 
moment calls for it. 

EDUCATION

Bachelor’s Degree in

Babes Bolyay
UNIVERSITY 
Cluj-Napoca, Romania

COMMUNICATION AND 
SOCIAL RELATIONS

EECA
University
Rankings

U.S. LEGAL STATUS

¢ I am legally authorized to work in the 
United States

¢  I-551  (”green card”) -Diversity Lottery 
permanent resident authorization this 

means I will not require sponsorship 
now or in the future for employment 
visa status

Chicago, IL - 60625
ADDRESS

skype user: dragoslm

linkedin.com/in/dragosalexa

behance.net/alexadragos

SOCIAL MEDIA

@dragosalexa

/dragosalexa

dragosalexa.com

(freelancing)



PORTFOLIO

Maxi Cash is a community of 
shoppers that negotiate high 
discounts with the retailers in an 
area in the name of it members. 
The app is intended to be highly 
informative on the discounts 
mapped out geographically and 
also to create a sense of 
gamification.

PROJECT 
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MAXICASH

An app that has exclusive huge discounts. 

Only for its users.  Only within a partners network 

that has the same purpose: more sales, less 

advertising expenses. 

scope

direct contributions

General layout solution - I always 
try to give a purpose to the layout 
- I found out that if you 
compliment the logo (which I 
made) then you also have an 
increased sense of uniqueness. 
For me, this is the most 
demanding part of an App Design 
project while there is always a 
shortage of “time” I think the only 
way I can stay within the 
timframes and not use ready 
made templates is to be very 
creative with the base of the 
design, the tone starter, the voice.

rationale

¢ App concept (ideatisation)
¢ App UX strategy (flow)
¢ App branding (including logo)
¢ App User Interface (full)

I was lucky, and it shows, to have 
in hand a lot of the App Process. 
The client didn’t know what he 
needed outside his business goal 
(get the discounts out there and 
have them being used/ 
accessed). I came up with the 
entire flow including the Semi - 
Gamification strategy behind 
telling the client how much did he 
save over time - easy to 
understand reports that would 
add intrinsic value to the app.
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PORTFOLIO

The Clubtasy Application is 
designed to increase the volume 
of clients that attend your parties 
and events. At the same time, the 
app also strives to increase the 
amount of time and money each 
visitor spends while in your 
venue.

This app includes features like 
attendance trackers, a venue only 
chat rooms, digital coupons to 
encourage further spending, 
rewards systems for recurring 
partygoers, and single radar to 
show guests who are single and 
ready to party.

PROJECT 
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CLUBTASY

Clubtasy is an app designed especially for Club 
Night party attendees. We've worked a lot on 
identifying clubbers behaviors and special 
interaction needs.

scope

I remember first thought I had 
when getting this project was: “Do 
a dark mode only!” so that the 
screen was not flashing around in 
the darkness of the... atmosphere.
Again, because I was the one 
creating also the app features 
(business wise) I knew and 
controlled the environment I was 
creating into.

rationale

direct contributions

¢ Created the business model architecture
¢ Designed and developed unique app features
¢ Established pricing and positioning procedures
¢ Created both a verbal identity (name, tagline) and visual identity 

(logo)
¢ Designed the mobile application

The Dashboard was the highlight - 
I wanted something very “not 

linear”. I kept dreaming, at that 

time, of molecules, and cellular 

division. You can tell I aimed for 

this organic feel mixed with... 

playfulness. I wanted a game 

attitude for the app without the 

Candy Saga feeling.
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Coffree was created for coffee 
lovers that are in for a Journey of 
getting to visit all the coffee shops 
in their city. Free coffee. Who 
doesn't want that?

scope

direct contributions

I went for a minimalist approach - I 
said to myself that the beauty in a 
coffee is it’s simplicity. The more 
you add to a coffee the weirder it 
becomes a soft drink then a 
energetic drink (not energy drink).
No that I look at it, after a few 
years, I see is a bit too 
minimalistic. I would love to go 
back in time now and change the 
font palette. Bariol is not a bad 
type but, I would like no 
something even thinner. 

rationale

¢ App concept (ideatisation)
¢ App UX strategy (flow)
¢ App branding (including logo)
¢ App User Interface (full)

I am most proud of the idea of 
getting a Digital Coupon that 
looks like a real coupon. At that 
time, I did not want to give a lot of 
headache to the app 
programmers so I kept it very 
“Vector” like. Today, I would like to 
work more on that. I hate 
nowadays the lack of a bit of 
texture.
I did all the icons. Not being an 
illustrator guy I am also proud of 
that.
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N.O.A. needed both a launching 
identity and a visual playground. 
So, after designing the logo, I 
demonstrated how the Party 
Posters should embrace the logo.

NEST OF ANGELS
scope

direct contributions

The club was already ready from 
the interior design p.o.v. So, it felt 
right to take elements from that 
and give them a purpose towards 
the visual identity. The owner had 
an interesting taste base on 
simple shapes (circles, squares 
and diamonds). I took that an tried 
to mimic the same tone of voice in 
the logo. 
As always, the emergency 
context, pushed us in also 

rationale

¢ Logo Design
¢ Poster Design

handling there Launching 
Campaign so besides the visual 
identity we needed to quickly 
apply the “brand” in party 
concepts and posters. 
I am a gamer and I founded 
interesting to play more towards a 
less “angel” attitude and towards 
more Game Character feeling.
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Their logo was not living in any 
“home”. It was a vagabond. I took 
it and gave it a purpose.

iQuest
scope

direct contributions

I literally “hate” (don’t tell clients) 
when logos are homeless. You 
know: house vs. home idea. 
Iquest is a tech company that has 
about 600 employees. I was 
amazed that at that level they had 
no real brand personality. I gave 
them one. I took all their 
“marketing material” needs and 

rationale

¢ Graphic Design

gave everything a purpose (I like 
the word and idea behind it). 
Together with an illustrator I even 
created an internal set of mascots 
that would compliment (again) 
their logo. Everything in a nice 
brand story line that could have 
developed on long term.
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